introducing checkpoints+, the augmented reality experience that transforms navigation while being a catalyst for human interaction.

spontaneity once again. the COVID-19 pandemic has exposed our longing for spontaneous social interaction, at the same time stressing the importance of talking face-to-face. with checkpoints+ you can rekindle your social health by sending a checkpoint invite!

go anywhere you want to go. checkpoints+ is all about democratizing navigation systems while encouraging exploration. wherever you want to go, checkpoints+ can get you there. with navigation integrated directly into your vision, all you have to do is follow the cardinal-brick-road.
meet up with your friends. in a time of social isolation, we need a frictionless way of meeting physically once things become closer to normal. use your hand to air-gesture to the right, swiping your friends list in effortlessly. tap one, or a handful, of your buddies to instantly send them a checkpoint invite at your chosen location!

enhancing business and recreation.
the AR navigation system has a wide range of economic applications. it can be used on factory floors to direct workers, in supermarkets to help customers locate items, and on basketball teams to help organize team strategies on the court.

navigate anywhere.
while modern technology has given us pretty good navigation systems, checkpoints+ will do better. anywhere you wanna go, anything you wanna do, checkpoints+ can make it happen. navigate along bicycle routes, hiking trails, secret passageways, hidden gems, and more!